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ABSTRACT 
 

Nowadays the customer demand for accessing a web based application has grown enormously as everything 
is available in the Internet. Sensitive application providers retain their resources in safe from unauthorized 
access by using single signon technique. In this technique if a user gives an irrelevant information in a 
particular session, he may be asked to continue the session by using sign on technique once again irrespective 
of whether the user is a sensitive user. This paper proposes a new strategy which classifies the sensitive user 
and allows him to continue the session even if the user does a mistake (fault) that could be tolerated to some 
level. The proposed method focuses on the fault identification and classification in order to keep the sensitive 
user for assigning some tolerance level for accessing the web application. The users are classified based on 
the access level by setting the tolerance level for the type of fault identified. An efficient algorithm is 
proposed for handling the fault tolerance in the web application more efficiently. In future the fault tolerance 
can be extended by AI based technique with multi-level security for improving the performance over online 
transaction. 
Keywords: Fault Tolerance, Web Application, Fault Tolerant Techniques, Classification, Access Policy 

1. INTRODUCTION  
 

The users need a web based application for 
performing the sensitive online transaction. During 
this session he/she may commit a mistake while 
selecting the sensitive services which leads to 
service unavailable i.e., session timeout. These 
faults need to be handled properly in order to 
satisfy the most valuable customer. The users are 
classified into basic, normal and valuable user and 
the threshold value is set to ZERO, MIN and MAX 
respectively. Once the fault is identified, it will be 
classified based on the user access level. Sensitive 
faults are handled carefully where as other faults 
that are tolerable are handled based on user access 
level. 
 

The sensitive information is managed in 
heterogeneous environment by deploying the 
collaborative information systems. The Community 
Anomaly Detection System (CADS) introduces an 

unsupervised framework  for detecting the threats 
based on the access log [1]. A distributed fault 
tolerant control scheme is used to perform fault 
functions and to interconnect the unknown systems.  
The Lyapunov analysis has been introduced to track 
the errors and also stops the subsystems at certain 
time instant [2]. The investigation is carried out 
using the data aggregation (DA) survivability for 
Partially Connected Networks (PCN) in 
synchronous system in the presence of hybrid fault 
modes to identify the network faults by setting a 
predefined threshold [3]. The web site graph 
structure has been proposed to identify the flooding 
attacks on the website by using a new Web Referral 
Architecture for Privileged Service (“WRAPS”). It 
allows the clients to get the privilege URL from the 
trusted websites or from the targeted websites. One 
of the important security properties of WRAPS is to 
protect the small websites form DoS attacks [4] 
[15].  
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The pervasive computing requires 
identifying the best service provider by selecting 
the service which is based on user requirements. 
The service disruptions occur due to various faults 
during the service execution. The important 
challenge in the pervasive environment is to 
execute the service without the service disruptions. 
This goal is achieved by using a novel Fault 
tolerant Service Selection Framework (FTSSF) 
which will give efficient fault tolerance technique 
[5]. The important issue of network management 
and traffic analysis over VoIP can be overcome by 
using the new traffic identification scheme to 
identify the VoIP traffic at the transport layer of the 
Internet.  The flexibility and accuracy can also be 
improved at the maximum level [6] [13]. The 
efficient usage and control of the bandwidth is 
needed by the ISP in order to satisfy the customer 
needs. The file-aware P2P traffic classification 
method is proposed to identify the files and related 
flows [7]. The risk factors can be divided into two 
types namely network risk and service risk. The 
service risk depends on the services and software 
running over the host or system whereas the 
network risk depends on the hardware over the 
entire network. The service and policy perspective 
is used to handle the security and management 
objectives. The risk framework is called Risk based 
prOactive security COnfiguration maNAger 
(ROCONA) that uses the security configuration 
management of services and policies in a system 
[8]. The enterprise information infrastructures are 
built on hardware elements in network architecture, 
installation of software and information assets. The 
enterprise accesses these assets using the policies. 
The threats are detected in the enterprise level and 
the disruptions are overcome in the information 
processing systems [9] [14].  
 

A botnet is a network of computer robots 
(bots) which is used to collect information from the 
Internet for performing tasks such as helping the 
search engines. All search servers use this robot 
networks to collect and update the information to or 
from the Internet. The P2P botnets imitate the P2P 
software which has the categories such as avoiding 
the single-point failure, misuse of detection 
techniques and anomaly detection [10]. The 
Information Technology over commercial purpose 
needs the effective technique for solving the 
dispute. The AI based online dispute resolution 
(ODR) platforms have been introduced to confirm a 
new virtual environment through an efficient tool 
for resolving the dispute among the information 

that is available among the parties [11]. The main 
features of intelligent interactive environment (IIE) 
are intelligence, interactivity and location. These 
environments are implemented in variety of 
platforms and also in service-oriented systems. The 
tools have been developed for monitoring and 
implementing the real time, multimodal and 
multimedia activities [12]. 

 
 The traffic analysis and classification are 

related to the fault classification and identification 
in the online access over web transaction. There are 
various techniques used for effective access of 
network, traffic and other resources which are 
suitable for accessing the web based application. 
None of these methods focus on the fault 
committed by the web user and retain the customer 
in the active state in order to improve the 
performance of the web application.  The survey 
focuses on fault management and classification 
with user access policies rather than session sign 
out mechanism. A new technique has been 
proposed in this paper for identifying and 
classifying the faults over online transaction 
system. The rest of the paper organized as follows,  

 
This paper begins with the review of fault 

tolerance techniques in the field of online 
transaction processing. The proposed system is 
explained in section 2. The algorithm related to 
proposed system is described in section 3. 
Implementation and results are explained in section 
4. Conclusion and future work is contained in 
section 5. 
2. FAULT MANAGEMENT AND 

CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM  

Initially the web user requests the 
resources and uses the web application for sensitive 
online transactions. The users are classified into 
various category namely basic user, normal user 
and valuable user. The basic user is a user who can 
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Figure 1. Proposed System For Fault Management 

 
access the application only for the reference of web 
page i.e., one who does not indulge in the online 
transactions. The normal user can refer web 
information and also participate in the online 
transactions. The valuable user always performs the 
sensitive online transactions. The access policies 
are assigned for each users based on the level of 
access. The tolerance limit is set for each user based 
on the access policies. The tolerance level for basic 
user, normal user and valuable user is ZERO, MIN 
and MAX respectively. The fault is identified and 
then the faults are classified based on the fault level 
namely tolerable access or sensitive access. If the 
fault status is tolerable then the users are treated as 
valuable user. If the fault status is sensitive then the 
users are treated as normal user. For each fault 
committed by the normal and valuable user, the 
tolerance value is decreased to some level. Once the 
tolerance value reaches zero, the current session 
will be closed for accessing the web application. 
The threshold status is used to give the status of the 
sensitivity which is measured during the web 

application interaction. The main objective of this 
proposed method is to retain the valuable customer 
for efficient access during online transaction. 
Figure 1 shows the fault management and 
classification system of the proposed method. 
 
3. ALGORITHM  
Fault_Classification_Identification () 
Begin 
Let User Request is UR i.e., the users interaction 
with web application; 
Let Signout Mode is SIM i.e., mode of access; 
Let Fault identification and Fault classification is FI 
and FC respectively; 
Let Threshold value is THRES_VALUE; 
Let ISF and SF are Insensitive Fault and Sensitive 
Fault respectively; 
Let THRES_MIN and THRES_MAX are minimum 
and maximum threshold respectively; 
for each  uri ε UR  do // User Classification 
 for each simi ε SIM do 
Label L1:   if (simi   = = Signout_ONCE) then 
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  User_Level= Basic_User; 
       else if (simi   = = Signout_NULL) then 
  User_Level= Valuable_User; 
      else 

User_Level= Normal_User; 
                 end; 

end; 
end; 
Label L3:for each  tri ε THRES_VALUE  

 do 
 //User Classification 
      if ( User_Level = = Basic_User) then 

tri  value is set to 0; 
     else if (User_Level = = Valuable_User)  

then 
 tri value  is set to maximum; 
     else 

tri value  is set to minimum; 
        end; 
end; 
for each  fii ε FI do // Fault Identification 
if (  fi i = = Authentication_Level) then 

Fault_Type               Fault_Type  
U { ISF}; 

    else if(fii = = View_Level) 
Fault_Type              Fault_Type  

U { ISF}; 
                 else if(fii = = Interaction_Level) 

Fault_Type              Fault_Type  
U { SF}; 

                 else 
               Fault_Type              Fault_Type 

 U { SF}; 
end; 

end; 
Label L2: for each  fti ε File_Type do  
// fault comparison 
  if (ft i = =ISF) then 
goto L1; 
 else if(fti = =SF and User_Level  

= = Normal_User) then 
  THRES_MIN— 
else 
THRES_MAX--; 
end; 
end; 
 if (THRES_MIN !=0) then     
              Alert the user for the fault; 
              goto L2; 
else 
       get away from the web application access 

 i.e sign out; 
end; 
if (THRES_MAX!=0) then     
       alert the user for the fault and ignore 

 the fault; 
keep the login session for further web application  

access; 
goto L3; 

    end 
end: Fault_Classification_Identification 
 
4. IMPLEMENTATION 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2.Setting up of User Access Policy- 
Fig 2 shows the set up of User Access Policy on 
fault classification and identification. The fault 
classification and identification techniques are 
implemented by using Java Server Pages, Servlets 
with Glassfish server as a web server and MySql 
database. The users are assigned a user access level 
with sign-out mode and threshold value. These 
parameters are used for interacting the online 
transaction application management in order to 
achieve the reliability. 
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Figure 3. User Classification and Tolerance level 
setup                       

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Figure 4. Fault Classification and Identification 

 
Figure 3 shows the user access level which 

is used to classify the user according to the 
capability of the interaction. Signout mode is a 
session timeout based on user access level with 
tolerance level. The   tolerance level is assigned for 
all the users and also to verify whether the status is 
active or not. For example, if the user access level 
is normal and the sign out mode is set to NULL 
then the fault status is set to be tolerable. The 
tolerance level is 20 and the session is in an active 
state which leads the user to continue the current 
session to access the application.  
 
Figure 4 shows the fault status of the proposed 
method. Suppose the user commits a fault during 
online transaction the tolerance level will be 
changed and the fault status will be updated. For 
example, if the valuable user has done a fault, the 
tolerance level is reduced. This does not lead to the 
user to session timeout instead it remains in the 
current session. If the tolerance level reaches ZERO 
for normal and valuable user then the session gets 
closed whereas the current session will be closed in 
single sign on if the user level access is basic. This 

technique is used to improve the reliability and 
fault tolerance over the online web application.  
 

 
Figure 5  shows the fault mangement with 

classification of various faults. If an user commits a 
mistake in many ways which are not relevent to the 
current interaction, then the  transaction will lead to 
session timeout. The source of the fault is related to 
the current web page and browser which exists in 
the client end. The users are identified and the 
policies are assinged based on the level of access. 
The faults are committed by the user either by 
selecting the options like hyperlink, browser level 
buttons, form level controls and captcha etc.,  
 

The fault code is assigned for each fault 
along with the description. The objective of 
maintaining the fault code and description is to 
identify and correlate the faults whenever the report 
is generated by the administrator. The fault code is 
a combination of two characters followed by any 
number. The number is described as a type of fault 
that is commited from the same source i.e., for 
example the hyperlink can be activated in various 
ways like selecting the options from advertisement, 
social networking and so on. The fault code HL01 
is for advertisement hyperlink selection,HL02 for 
social networking hyperlink selection and so on. 
Fault type gives the actual source of fault i.e HL 
means HyperLink, BF means Browser Forward 
button etc., All Faults are maintained at the 
database to keep the fault tolerance level stable and 
maintain the session status. The session status are 
updated for each  fault committed by the user and 
keep the session in proper state. 
 

 If a basic user commits a fault, the session 
goes into an inactive state where as a normal user 
can continue with restricted access according to the 
tolerance level for the type of fault committed. A 
valuable user, on the other hand gets free access 
with his tolerance level getting reduced 
according to the type of fault committed. Such type 
of fault classification and granting of access 
permissions, improve the performance of web 
application to a considerable level. 
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Figure 5. Fault Management with user access policies 
 
5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
 
Every customer demands the web interaction for 
accessing any resources on the Internet as a web 
application. The applications are classified into 
various categories in order to satisfy the customer. 
The customers (users) interact with the web 
application by using their own credentials. The 
proposed technique improves the fault tolerance 
level of the user based on their access level.  The 
users are classified into basic user, normal user and 
valuable user. The sign-out mode and tolerance 
level is needed to be applied over the users who are 
accessing the web application in an efficient 
manner. The fault of the valuable user could be 
tolerated up to some extent whereas the basic user 
immediately gets a session time out. The fault is 
classified and its status is verified. The normal and 
valuable user may remain in the same session until 
the tolerance level reaches ZERO. Each fault 
reduces the tolerance level to some extent, so these 
status are maintained for improving the 
performance of the sensitive web based application. 
In future this technique will be extended to tolerate 
the fault with multiple levels in the online 
transaction. 
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